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Unity for Architectural VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform your architectural design into an interactive real-time experience using Unity


	Overview

	
		Simple instructions to help you set up an interactive and real-time scene
	
		Excellent tips on making your presentations attractive by creating interactive designs
	
		Most important...
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Food Composition and Analysis: Methods and StrategiesAcademic Press, 2014

	This book covers methods and strategies related to food composition and analysis. Topics include antioxidant activity of maize bran arabinoxylan microspheres; active packaging based on the release of carvacrol and thymol for fresh food; enzymes for the flavor, dairy, and baking industries; membrane technology in food processing; tenderization...
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Asymmetric Warfare in South Asia: The Causes and Consequences of the Kargil ConflictCambridge University Press, 2009

	The 1999 conflict between India and Pakistan near the town of Kargil in contested Kashmir was the first military clash between two nuclear-armed powers since the 1969 Sino-Soviet war. Kargil was a landmark event not because of its duration or casualties, but because it contained a very real risk of nuclear escalation. Until the Kargil...
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Head First CO'Reilly, 2012

	Ever wished there was an easier way to learn C from a book? Head First C is a complete learning experience that will show you how to create programs in the C language. This book helps you learn the C language with a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals and helps you understand how to be a great programmer....
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Learning ROS for Robotics Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to the Robot Operating System


	About This Book

	
		Model your robot on a virtual world and learn how to simulate it
	
		Create, visualize, and process Point Cloud information
	
		Easy-to-follow, practical tutorials to program your own robots



	Who...
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Bridge Design and Evaluation: LRFD and LRFRJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A succinct, real-world approach to complete bridge system design and evaluation


	Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and Load and Resistance Factor Rating (LRFR) are design and evaluation methods that have replaced or offered alternatives to other traditional methods as the new standards for designing and load-rating...
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Performance and Fault Management (Cisco Press Core Series)Cisco Press, 2000
The key to efficiently running networks is proper management.  Performance management measures a network's level of operation, ensures that it  maintains an acceptable level, and provides information for expanding the  network. Fault management detects, logs, and notifies users of network problems  and automatically fixes many...
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Delphi Graphics and Game Programming ExposedWordware Publishing, 2000
The majority of the book is dedicated to the mechanics of creating a game in  Delphi, and will therefore be concerned mainly with exactly how to do something,  such as fast flicker-free animation. Some parts address more theoretical issues,  such as game design, and are very light in their coverage. Other parts are at a  more intermediate level,...
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TCP/IP Network Administration (3rd Edition; O'Reilly Networking)O'Reilly, 2002
The first edition of TCP/IP Network  Administration was written in 1992. In the decade since,  many things have changed, yet some things remain the same. TCP/IP is  still the preeminent communications protocol for linking together  diverse computer systems. It remains the basis of interoperable...
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Practical Insight into Cmmi (Artech House Computing Library)Artech House Publishers, 2004
This book provides the reader with an insight into which an activities an
organization would be engaged and what the role of each level of management
and the practitioners would be if their systems and software engineering
processes were based onCMM®IntegrationSM. It captures the essence
of each of the process areas by...
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Circuit Design with VHDLMIT Press, 2004
This textbook teaches VHDL using system examples combined with programmable logic and supported by laboratory exercises. While other textbooks concentrate only on language features, Circuit Design with VHDL offers a fully integrated presentation of VHDL and design concepts by including a large number of complete design examples,...
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Photoshop 7(R): Tips and TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Improve your use of Photoshop in Web and print design. Prepare and plan for Web page development and print output, then skillfully apply the latest design and production techniques. Perform simple adjustments as well as complex tasks--optimize photographic imagery, build animation, add rollovers,...
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